examples of effective advocacy:

Mock Surgery at the Capitol
by Cathy Sparkman, ast director of government affairs

Legisl ative news

One of the most frequent responses to news media throughout the state. The
the call for grassroots involvement or combination of imagination, leadership
mobilization is, “I’ve never done this and tenacity of all involved resulted in
before! Why should anyone listen to an event that brought home in detail
me?” The answer to this question is and passion the issue of competency
simple: the best way to influence pub- for all members of the surgical team.
Lynda Custer, CST, and Rebecca
lic policy—whether it is to pass a bill,
raise awareness, or build consensus—is Pieknik, CST, FAST, originally took up
to make it real. The Michigan State As- the challenge of putting on a mock
sembly did just that in planning, pre- surgery at the Capitol. Supported by
paring and presenting a mock surgery MSA-AST’s talented lobbyist, Brad
total knee replacement under the dome Comment, the duo was able to secure
of the State Capitol in Lansing, Michi- permission to present the mock surgan. The success of that venture went gery not just at the Capitol in Lansing,
beyond gathering support for the Sur- but under the dome itself, a first for
gical Technologist
Credentialing legislation currently
pending before the
Michigan Legislature. It mobilized
surgical technologists throughout
the state, inspired
surgical technology
students currently
in programs, established collaboration among members of the surgical
team, particularly
local members of
M I - AO R N , a n d
captured the attention of senators,
The Capitol dome was transformed into an O.R. for a day.
representatives and
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an advocacy group there. Reserving
the date was just the beginning: ahead
was the gargantuan task of assembling
equipment, supplies, personnel and
supporters. The two “mock surgery
chairs” assembled a committee of willing volunteers, including representatives of MI-AORN, to plan and execute
the event. The group scheduled weekly
telephone conferences, where they
developed a list of needed equipment
and supplies, tasked each other to gather all the necessities, brainstorm the
challenges and threats to success, and
identify participants for the surgery.

Everyone stepped up, and soon the
group had commitments from everything from the sawbones to the O.R.
bed to gowns, gloves, masks, drills,
instruments, back tables and anesthesia equipment. Jeffrey H DeClaire,
MD, an orthopedic surgeon at Crittenton Hospital in Rochester, Mich,
agreed to perform the “total knee,”
assisted by his own surgical assistant,
Christine Goven, CST, CFA, and surgical technologist, LaTrease Moore, CST.
Karen Knapp, an orthopedic RNFA,
and one of the legislative champions
for MCORN, AORN’s Michigan State
Assembly, was designated the RN
Circulator for the procedure. Carrie
Schrepfer, CST served as the surgical assistant, and, in a great stroke of
public policy participation, Rep Jimmy
Womak, MD (D-Detroit) served as the
anesthesiologist for the procedure.
The mock surgery committee sent
out the word to members and students
throughout the state, and the MSA-AST
Board of Directors followed up with
all-member alerts and emails inviting
all to come to the Capitol. Their counterparts at MCORN, Karen Knapp and
Connie Sargent, RN, spread the word to
the perioperative nurses as well.
The participants met at Sparrow
Hospital the night before the surgery
to do a run-through of the procedure
and a final check of equipment, instruments and supplies. Everything was
loaded up for delivery to the Capitol
the next day. Timing was tight. The
group had only two hours to set up,
run the “surgery” and break down the
equipment. Everyone assembled early
in the morning to load up the elevators
and bring everything to the appointed
space. The setup itself began to create a
stir throughout the Capitol. Legislators
and staff are accustomed to the presence of all sorts of advocacy groups

meandering and mingling in their offices and public spaces, but seeing a
team of surgical professionals descend
on the Capitol with machines, tables,
equipment and instruments was a different thing altogether. Crowds began
to gather and curiosity began to rise
as an operating room began to take

the critical importance of the surgical
team, which produces a “Miracle on
the Hudson” each and every day.
Legislators moving from meetings
and hearings to their offices stopped
and watched the surgical procedure.
Many were transfixed as Dr DeClaire
drilled and sawed the tibia and femur

Rep Jimmy Womak, md, and his surgical team prepare the patient.

shape in front of American flags and
murals under the dome. As the surgery commenced, Lynda Custer and
others briefly explained the surgery itself and the participants in the procedure. The legislative sponsors of MSAAST’s credentialing bill (HB 4834),
Rep Lesia Liss, an ER nurse, and Rep
Marie Donegan took turns discussing
the importance of supporting patient
safety in the O.R. and the competency
of the surgical team. MCORN and
AORN representatives also discussed
the importance of their RN Circulator
legislation and the value of the collaboration of the surgical team. The
media videotaped the event and interviewed several of the participants,
including AORN’s National Legislative
Committee Chair, Claire Everson, RN,
CNOR, CCAP, LMT, who underscored

of the mock patient. Students from
Lansing Community College and
Baker College, among others, watched
from nearby risers, or around the
dome gallery. Nearly 100 members and
students came to Lansing for the event,
and the impact on their elected officials
was apparent. The surgery looked like
the real thing; but more importantly,
the event made the issue of the safety
of the surgical patient, and the competency of the surgical team, come alive.
C at h y Spark m an

Cathy Sparkman
is AST’s Director
of Government Affairs. She is a graduate of the University of Texas School of
Law, and has been a private and corporate attorney for more than 30 years.
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